BEYOND THE GOLDEN BARN
Start at Bethlehem Park and Ride

0.0 Rt out of parking lot onto 32S
.3 Lt at lite onto Elm Ave
.9 Lt at stop sign onto Feura Bush
2.1 Rt onto Wemple Rd at third lite
3.9 Str on Wemple Cross lite on 9W going straight
4.9 Rt on Weisheit
6.1 Lt at "Y" Becomes Clapper
   Cross RR tracks (Careful, please)
7.2 Rt onto River Rd
7.3 Lt onto Barnt Winne Rd
7.7 Rt onto Lyons Rd
   REGROUP AT HENRY HUDSON PARK
8.3 Rt at end of park following road
8.8 Rt onto Cedar
8.9 Lt onto Barnt Winne
9.2 Rt onto River Rd
9.3 Lt onto Clapper
   Cross RR tracks (This is only significant uphill)
10.2 Lt at "Y" remaining on Clapper
11.6 Lt onto 9W at stop sign
11.8 Rt onto Creble at blinking lite (This is the brainless part of the ride)
   cross RR tracks
15.5 Rt onto 32S (Can go directly back to Park and Ride from here
   for a shorter ride)
16.7 Lt on Meads
   REGROUP
18.6 Str at stop sign crossing Delaware Meads becomes Orchard Rd
19.0 Rt following road while staying on Orchard
20.0 Str through stop sign remaining on Orchard
20.6 Rt onto Brockley
20.9 Rt onto Summit
20.9 Lt onto Long Meadow Dr at stop sign
21.0 Str on Long Meadow at stop sign crossing Grand Wood
21.3 Str at stop lite crossing Delaware onto Van Dyke
21.8 Lt onto Bypass Extension
22.5 Rt into Park and Ride